"We Need All the Assistance You Have..."

Activity from the Alaska Volcanoes Guidebook for Teachers*, Chapter 5, “Alaska’s Volcanoes and You!”

Grade Level: 6–11
Setting: Classroom
Time: 45–90 minutes

Overview
Students will be introduced to several types of volcanic eruption products, all of which are potential hazards, likely to occur in Alaska at least once during their lifetime. Students will also learn about the close encounter of a jet aircraft and a volcanic ash cloud from Redoubt volcano that took place in 1989. This activity will give students the opportunity to develop two systems to describe activity at a volcano and the likely hazards it may pose to local and distant communities and to regional air traffic. The documents prepared in this activity are used to explain likely volcanic eruption products, the hazards they may pose to Alaskans, and how scientists communicate that kind of information. Students will compare their system with the system current used at all U.S. volcano observatories including the Alaska Volcano Observatory.

Alaska Grade Level Expectations

A1—Science as Inquiry and Process

SA3[6-11] Students develop an understanding that cultural, local knowledge, history, and interactions with the environment contribute to the development of scientific knowledge, and that local applications provide opportunity for understanding scientific concepts and global issues.

D1—Concepts of Earth Science

SD[6-11] Students develop an understanding of the concepts, processes, theories, models, evidence, and systems of earth and space sciences.

SD2[6-11] Students develop an understanding of the origins, ongoing processes, and forces that shape the structure, composition, and physical history of the Earth.

E1—Science and Technology

SE[6-11] Students develop an understanding of the relationship among science, technology, and society

SE1[6-11] Students develop an understanding of how scientific knowledge and technology are used in making decisions about issues, innovations, and responses to everyday events.

SE2[6-11] Students develop an understanding that solving problems involves different ways of thinking, perspectives, and curiosity that lead to the exploration of multiple paths that are analyzed using scientific, technological, and social merits.

Vocabulary (see Glossary, Page 8-9)
Acid rain, ash fall, bombs, debris avalanche, eruption cloud, eruption column, fumarole, lahar, volcanic mudflow, volcanic debris flow, landslide, lava flow, pyroclastic flow, tephra.

* Alaska Volcanoes Guidebook for Teachers: https://pubs.usgs.gov/gip/99/
Overview
Students will be introduced to several types of volcanic eruption products, all of which are potential hazards, likely to occur in Alaska at least once during their lifetime. Students will also learn about the close encounter of a jet aircraft and a volcanic ash cloud from Redoubt volcano that took place in 1989. This activity will give students the opportunity to develop two systems to describe activity at a volcano and the likely hazards it may pose to local and distant communities and to regional air traffic. The documents prepared in this activity are used to explain likely volcanic eruption products, the hazards they may pose to Alaskans, and how scientists communicate that kind of information. Students will compare their system with the system current used at all U.S. volcano observatories including the Alaska Volcano Observatory.

Background
Alaska is home to about 140 volcanoes and volcanic regions, which have been active within the last 2 million years. Of these volcanoes, about 90 have been active within the last 10,000 years and more than 50 have been active within historical time (since about 1700, for Alaska).

- Alaska Volcano Observatory, [n.d.], About Alaska’s volcanoes: Alaska Volcano Observatory website. (Available at http://www.avo.alaska.edu/volcanoes/about.php.)

Several types of volcanic activity can endanger the lives of people and property at distances near to and far from the volcano. Most volcanic eruptions in Alaska include explosive ejection or the flow of rock fragments and molten rock in various combinations of hot or cold, wet or dry, fast or slow, and acidic or not. Some hazards are more severe than other hazards depending on the size and extent of the eruption that is taking place and whether people and (or) property are in the way. Although most volcano hazards are triggered directly by an eruption, some may occur even when a volcano is relatively quiet.

The Alaska Volcano Observatory (AVO) assesses the full range of potential hazards at volcanic regions of Alaska in support of planning for public land use, developing emergency response plans, and raising general public awareness about volcanic hazards. This requires researchers to study the style and frequency of past eruptions, and to assess potential effects of future activity. Scientific results are summarized in hazards assessments, and include descriptions of the eruptive history of a given volcano, explanations of likely eruption scenarios, and determinations of probable impact zones for the range of expected hazards. Ultimately, hazards assessments will be published for all seismically monitored volcanoes in Alaska. All of AVOs hazard assessments are posted on the AVO website (http://www.avo.alaska.edu/downloads/classresults.php?pregen=haz).

AVO uses an alert-notification system for describing the level of activity (including eruptions) at Alaskan volcanoes. The alert-notification system is useful to people on the ground and in the air. The system has two parts—a four-tiered Volcano Alert Level and a four-tiered Aviation Color Code. AVO scientists determine alert levels for a volcano by using monitoring data and their knowledge of the expected or ongoing hazardous activity and assign the appropriate attributes using this system. The information is then posted to
AVOs website and is faxed and emailed to hundreds of organizations and agencies responsible for the safety of life and property on the ground and in the air. AVO also conducts a call-down to at least a dozen agencies and organizations that are involved in eruption response and have responsibilities to generate their own warning messages, for example air traffic closures, ash fall estimates, and community preparedness planning.

This volcano alert-notification system also is used by the Cascades Volcano Observatory, the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory, the Long Valley Observatory, and the Yellowstone Volcano Observatory.

Materials emphasizing the types of volcanoes and volcanic eruption products are in Chapter 3 of this guidebook.

Objectives
Students will understand the different types of volcanic eruption products and potential hazards in Alaska and the unique aspects of ground-based and aviation volcanic hazards. Students will become familiar with a real Alaskan eruption and the serious hazards posed in the air and on the ground during explosive activity. Students will learn about the difficulties of forming a consensus regarding volcanic activity notifications, specifically those in use by emergency managers. Students will compare their outcomes with notification schemes that are currently used by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).

Materials

- Potential Volcanic Hazards I, Potential Volcanic Hazards II, Potential Volcanic Hazards III, and Volcanic Activity Notifications worksheets
- KLM Flight 867, Boeing -747 Communications with Anchorage Center on December 15, 1989 handout

Procedure

A. Potential Volcanic Hazards I worksheet
1. Instruct students to label the correct type of potential volcanic hazards portrayed in the Potential Volcanic Hazards I worksheet. Suggested resources include
   - U.S. Geological Survey
     - Note Roughly the worksheet provided in activity
B. Potential Volcano Hazards II worksheet

1. For each potential volcanic hazard instruct the student to fill in the name and year of a specific volcanic eruption in which the hazard was posed. Have students emphasize Alaskan volcanic eruptions whenever possible. There is space on the worksheet for students to include hazards not already identified in the worksheet. Suitable for this section:


The AVO website also has an “Impact” tab under the reported Activity timeline for each volcano with available published documentation of impacts. Thus, not all volcanoes or reported activity will have such a tab or information listed at the AVO website. For example:


C. Potential Volcano Hazards III worksheet

1. Discuss with your class the need to categorize and report likely volcanic hazards for emergency planning purposes. Determine if your students can come up with the airborne ash hazard to aircraft. The resources listed in A. above are appropriate for this as well.

2. In discussion, and (or) using the Potential Volcanic Hazards I and II worksheets, have students segregate the illustrated possible volcanic hazards into two categories approximating proximal and distal (close to the vent and far away, on the flanks of the volcano, and in the air, and so on) and determine which hazards belong in which category. Many hazards may belong in both categories. Have them include any hazards they came up with that were not already on the worksheet.
D. KLM Flight 867 handout

1. Have students read aloud the KLM Flight 867, Boeing -747 Communications with Anchorage Center on December 15, 1989 handout.

2. Ask students why volcanic ash is a danger to aircraft. Discuss if airborne ash is a threat only to jet aircraft or to general aviation, as well. Determine if airborne ash in the North Pacific is a problem only for Alaska aviation or if it affects air travel elsewhere. Suggested resources include

   - U.S. Geological Survey Volcano Hazards Program Fact Sheets

3. Ask students what they have heard about the fate of this plane and its passengers. As a homework assignment, assign students to collect oral stories from relatives, friends, and other community members about this event and write a summary of their findings. An e-mail exchange will be all right instead of phone, radio, or in-person communication.

4. Discuss student findings in class. How many different accounts have the students assembled? Compare these summaries, memories of individuals who may have been there or heard of the incident, with the accounts conveyed in contemporary documents and periodicals. Stress the importance of contemporary documentation and its superiority to reliance on human memory. Recommended documents:


5. The 1989–90 eruption of Redoubt Volcano generated lahars in the Drift River Valley. The lahars were caused by sudden melting of snow and ice from hot pyroclastic flows and dome collapses that swept down the volcano's north flank. Many of the lahars swept all the way to Cook Inlet (a distance of ~35 km, ~ 22 mi), and raised concern about the safety of an oil terminal facility built on the bank of Drift River. Discuss this event with your students. Have students conduct research about the response of the USGS. Resources include:


E. Volcanic Activity Notifications worksheets

1. After completion of parts A—D, students should be able to recognize the distinct potential volcanic hazards facing infrastructure and people on the ground and in the air. Students will now develop a system that categorizes and ranks the level of volcanic activity and the possible hazards that it may pose to people and property.

2. On the Volcanic Activity Notifications worksheets, instruct students to develop two, four-level activity notification schemes for use by emergency managers. Include one for ground-based hazards, and one for aviation hazards. Direct students to consider how scientists would move from one level of notification to another, “up” or “down.” In other words, on what basis would scientists change the current level of activity to another? You may ignore the worksheet, and tell students to develop their own tables. This works well as a group activity or class activity, with results displayed on the classroom white board.

3. It may be worth showing or discussing examples of similar systems for relaying information about other kinds of natural hazards. A few examples are:

4. Have students compare their system to those currently in use by AVO. You can use the current scheme provided in summary or use
Extensions
1. Have students study a particular Alaskan volcano or community and report the volcanic hazards the community faces or those that the volcano may produce in the event on an eruption.

2. Have students interview a relative, friend, or member of the community who can recall local ash fall, the KLM flight 867 Redoubt airborne ash encounter, or other volcanic activity affecting the community.

3. Have students study and report on the positive contributions of volcanic products to the landscape to agriculture, beauty, and so on.
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Glossary
Acid rain – The term "acid rain" is commonly used to mean the deposition of acidic components in rain, snow, fog, dew, or dry particles. The more accurate term is "acid precipitation." Distilled water, which contains no carbon dioxide, has a neutral pH of 7. Liquids with a pH less than 7 are acid, and those with a pH greater than 7 are alkaline (or basic). "Clean" or unpolluted rain has a slightly acidic pH of 5.6, because carbon dioxide and water in the air react together to form carbonic acid, a weak acid. Around Washington, D.C., however, the average rain pH is between 4.2 and 4.4.

Ash fall – Volcanic ash consists of fine fragments (less than 2 mm (~ 8/100 of an inch) across) of lava or rock formed in an explosive volcanic eruption. When volcanic ash falls to the ground the deposit typically is called an ash fall (also ashfall) deposit and typically is referred to as an ash fall. Ash falls vary widely in intensity, size of the ash particles, and the degree to which light from the sun is obscured or blocked completely. Because of the unexpected darkness during daylight hours, loud thunder and lightning, and the sometimes-strong smell of sulfur during an ash fall, many people describe the experience as eerie and frightening, disorienting and confusing, or dreadful. In extreme ash fall, for example when ash thickness is more than 5-10 cm (2-4 in.), people may feel stunned and fearful of the conditions, and have difficult time breathing if a well-sealed shelter is not available. If caught outside during low visibility, people may become lost or extremely disoriented.
Bombs – Volcanic bombs are lava fragments that were ejected while viscous (partially molten) and are larger than 64 mm in diameter. Many acquire rounded aerodynamic shapes during their travel through the air. Volcanic bombs include breadcrust bombs, ribbon bombs, spindle bombs (with twisted ends), spheroidal bombs, and “cow-dung” bombs.

Debris avalanche – Debris avalanches are moving masses of rock, soil, and snow that occur when the flank of a mountain or volcano collapses and slides downslope. As the moving debris rushes down a volcano and into river valleys, it incorporates water, snow, trees, bridges, buildings, and anything else in the way. Debris avalanches may travel several kilometers before coming to rest, or they may transform into more water-rich lahars, which travel many tens of kilometers downstream.

Eruption cloud – An eruption cloud is a cloud of tephra and gases that forms downwind of an erupting volcano. The vertical pillar of tephra and gases rising directly above a vent is known as an eruption column. Eruption clouds are often dark colored—brown to gray—but they also can be white, very similar to weather clouds. Eruption clouds may drift downwind for thousands of kilometers and often increasingly spread out over a large area with increasing distance from an erupting vent. Large eruption clouds can circle the Earth within days.

Eruption column – An explosive eruption blasts molten and solid rock fragments (tephra) into the air with tremendous force. The largest fragments (bombs) fall back to the ground near the vent, usually within 2 mi. The smallest rock fragments (ash) continue rising into the air, forming a huge, billowing eruption column. Eruption columns can be enormous in size and grow rapidly, reaching more than 12 mi above a volcano in less than 30 minutes. Once in the air, the volcanic ash and gas form an eruption cloud. Large eruption clouds can travel hundreds of miles downwind from a volcano, resulting in ash fall over enormous areas.

Fumarole – Vents from which volcanic gas escapes into the atmosphere. Fumaroles may occur along tiny cracks or long fissures, in chaotic clusters or fields, and on the surfaces of lava flows and thick deposits of pyroclastic flows. They may persist for decades or centuries if they are above a persistent heat source or disappear within weeks to months if they occur atop a fresh volcanic deposit that quickly cools.

Lahar - Volcanic mudflow - Volcanic debris flow - Lahar is an Indonesian word for a rapidly flowing mixture of rock debris and water that originates on the slopes of a volcano. Lahars are also referred to as volcanic mudflows or debris flows. They form in various ways, chiefly by the rapid melting of snow and ice by pyroclastic flows, intense rainfall on loose volcanic rock deposits, breakout of a lake dammed by volcanic deposits, and as a consequence of debris avalanches.

Landslide – Describes a wide variety of processes that result in the downward and outward movement of slope-forming materials including rock, soil, artificial fill, or a combination of these materials. The materials may move by falling, toppling, sliding, spreading, or flowing.
Lava flow – Streams of molten rock that pours or oozes from an erupting vent. Lava is erupted during either non-explosive activity or explosive lava fountains. Lava flows destroy everything in their path, but most move slowly enough that people can move out of the way. The speed at which lava moves across the ground depends on several factors, including (1) type of lava erupted and its viscosity; (2) steepness of the ground over which it travels; (3) whether the lava flows as a broad sheet, through a confined channel, or down a lava tube; and (4) rate of lava production at the vent.

Pyroclastic flow – A ground-hugging avalanche of hot ash, pumice, rock fragments, and volcanic gas that rushes down the side of a volcano as fast as 100 km/h (~60 mi/h) or more. The temperature within a pyroclastic flow may be greater than 500°C (900°F), sufficient to burn and carbonize wood. Once deposited, the ash, pumice, and rock fragments may deform (flatten) and weld together because of the intense heat and the weight of the overlying material. The emplaced flow is called a deposit.

Tephra – A general term for fragments of volcanic rock and lava regardless of sizes that are blasted into the air by explosions or carried upward by hot gases in eruption columns or lava fountains. Tephra includes large dense blocks and bombs, and small light rock debris such as scoria, pumice, reticulite, and ash.

Source of Glossary Definitions
Potential Volcanic Hazards II

Use the volcanic hazard terms below to fill in the blanks on the *Volcanic Hazards I* figure using your library, the internet, and other resources available to you. Under each term write an example of a volcano (try to find as many in Alaska as possible!) that has produced this type of hazard and the year of that eruption.

1. **Eruption cloud**
   - Volcano ___________________________ Year _______________

2. **Pyroclastic flow**
   - Volcano ___________________________ Year _______________

3. **Bombs**
   - Volcano ___________________________ Year _______________

4. **Lahar**
   - Volcano ___________________________ Year _______________

5. **Lava flow**
   - Volcano ___________________________ Year _______________

6. **Ash fall**
   - Volcano ___________________________ Year _______________

7. **Acid rain**
   - Volcano ___________________________ Year _______________

8. **Eruption column**
   - Volcano ___________________________ Year _______________

9. **Debris avalanche**
   - Volcano ___________________________ Year _______________
10. Volcanic mudflow

Volcano _______________________________ Year _____________

11. Landslide

Volcano _______________________________ Year _____________

12. Eruption cloud

Volcano _______________________________ Year _____________

**Bonus:** What are additional hazards not noted on this figure?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
Answers below are examples; there are several answers for each.

1. **Eruption cloud**
   - Volcano Redoubt (AK) Year 1989–1990

2. **Pyroclastic flow**
   - Volcano Redoubt (AK) Year 1989–1990

3. **Bombs**
   - Volcano Pavlof (AK) Year 2007

4. **Lahar**
   - Volcano Redoubt (AK) Year 1989–1990

5. **Lava flow**
   - Volcano Augustine (AK) Year 2006

6. **Ash fall**
   - Volcano Mt. Spurr/ Crater Peak (AK) Year 1992

7. **Acid rain**
   - Volcano Kilauea (HI) Year 1983–

8. **Eruption column**
   - Volcano Augustine (AK) Year 2006

9. **Debris avalanche**
   - Volcano Mt. St. Helen’s (WA) Year 1980

10. **Volcanic mudflow**
    - Volcano Redoubt (AK) Year 1989–1990

11. **Landslide**
    - Volcano Mt. St. Helen’s (WA) Year 1980
12. Eruption cloud

Volcano    Mt. Spurr/ Crater Peak (AK)             Year 1992

**Bonus:** What additional hazards are not noted on this figure?

Earthquakes, tsunamis, lava-seawater explosions
Scientists categorize volcanic hazards into two specific groups in order to generate appropriate response plans. What two groups would you select and which hazards belong in each group? Why? Be sure to include volcanic hazards that may not be in the figure.

1. _______________________________  2. _______________________________

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________  ___________________________________________________________________
Scientists categorize volcanic hazards into two specific groups in order to generate appropriate response plans. What two groups would you select and which hazards belong in each group? Why? Be sure to include volcanic hazards that may not be in the figure.

1. Proximal (on flanks, close to…)
   - Eruption column and cloud, Lava flow
   - Lahar, ash fall, acid rain, gasses
   - Pyroclastic flow
   - Dome collapse
   - Bombs
   - Debris avalanche, volcanic mudflow
   - Landslide

2. Distal (airborne, far from…)
   - Eruption cloud
   - Acid rain
   - Ash fall
   - Eruption column and cloud
   - Volcanic gasses
   - Tsunami
KLM Flight 867, Boeing-747 Communications with Anchorage Center on December 15, 1989

Background:
On December 14, 1989, at 9:47 AM, Redoubt Volcano began erupting with a major explosion. A Boeing-747 in route from Amsterdam flew into the ash cloud several hours after the eruption, and experienced complete engine failure. What follows is the communication between the pilot and the air traffic controller.

PILOT KLM B-747 – “KLM 867 HEAVY IS REACHING {FLIGHT} LEVEL 250+ HEADING 140”

ANCHORAGE CENTER - “OKAY, DO YOU HAVE GOOD SIGHT ON THE ASH PLUME AT THIS TIME?”

PILOT KLM B-747 – “YEA, IT’S JUST CLOUDY IT COULD BE ASHES. IT’S JUST A LITTLE BROWNER THAN THE NORMAL CLOUD.”

PILOT KLM B-747 – “WE HAVE TO GO LEFT NOW… IT’S SMOKY IN THE COCKPIT AT THE MOMENT SIR.”

ANCHORAGE CENTER – “KLM 867 HEAVY, ROGER, LEFT AT YOUR DISCRETION.”

PILOT KLM B-747 – “CLIMBING TO {FLIGHT} LEVEL 390*, WE’RE IN A BLACK CLOUD, HEADING 130.”

PILOT KLM B-747 – “KLM 867 WE HAVE FLAME OUT ALL ENGINES AND WE ARE DESCENDING NOW!”

ANCHORAGE CENTER – “KLM 867 HEAVY ANCHORAGE?”

PILOT KLM B747 – “KLM 867 HEAVY WE ARE DESCENDING NOW … WE ARE IN A FALL!”

PILOT KLM B-747 – “KLM 867 WE NEED ALL THE ASSISTANCE YOU HAVE SIR. GIVE US RADAR VECTORS PLEASE!”

250 = 25,000 ft above sea level (asl)
390 = 39,000 ft asl

Volcanic Activity Notifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aviation Hazard Level</th>
<th>Description / Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground-based Hazard Level</th>
<th>Description / Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# USGS Volcano Hazards Alert-Notification System

## Volcano Alert Levels Used by USGS Volcano Observatories

Alert Levels are intended to inform people on the ground about a volcano's status and are issued in conjunction with the Aviation Color Code. Notifications are issued for both increasing and decreasing volcanic activity and are accompanied by text with details (as known) about the nature of the unrest or eruption and about potential or current hazards and likely outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NORMAL</td>
<td>Volcano is in typical background, noneruptive state or, after a change from a higher level, volcanic activity has ceased and volcano has returned to noneruptive background state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVISORY</td>
<td>Volcano is exhibiting signs of elevated unrest above known background level or, after a change from a higher level, volcanic activity has decreased significantly but continues to be closely monitored for possible renewed increase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATCH</td>
<td>Volcano is exhibiting heightened or escalating unrest with increased potential of eruption, timeframe uncertain, or eruption is underway but poses limited hazards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>Hazardous eruption is imminent, underway, or suspected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Aviation Color Code Used by USGS Volcano Observatories

Color codes, which are in accordance with recommended International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) procedures, are intended to inform the aviation sector about a volcano's status and are issued in conjunction with an Alert Level. Notifications are issued for both increasing and decreasing volcanic activity and are accompanied by text with details (as known) about the nature of the unrest or eruption, especially in regard to ash-plume information and likely outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>Volcano is in typical background, noneruptive state or, after a change from a higher level, volcanic activity has ceased and volcano has returned to noneruptive background state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>Volcano is exhibiting signs of elevated unrest above known background level or, after a change from a higher level, volcanic activity has decreased significantly but continues to be closely monitored for possible renewed increase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORANGE</td>
<td>Volcano is exhibiting heightened or escalating unrest with increased potential of eruption, timeframe uncertain, or eruption is underway with no or minor volcanic-ash emissions [ash-plume height specified, if possible].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>Eruption is imminent with significant emission of volcanic ash into the atmosphere likely or eruption is underway or suspected with significant emission of volcanic ash into the atmosphere [ash-plume height specified, if possible].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>